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Chapter: 1090

“Woo…”

Sima Yan’er was completely dumbfounded.

She had a pair of beautiful eyes that stared roundly, but she couldn’t

think of how Lin Fan was so timid.

In the crowd, not only did he put his arms around himself, touched his

buttocks, and even…kissed himself.

She wants to struggle.

But he was surprised to find that Lin Fan’s power was extremely

strong, holding her in his arms, no matter how hard she struggled, she

couldn’t get rid of the slightest.

Not only that.

After Lin Fan’s palm was kneaded for a while on her buttocks, Sima

Yan’er’s delicate body shuddered.

She only felt as if there was an electric current, following Lin Fan’s

palm, crawling into her buttocks, making her feel numb, completely

losing strength, and lying in Lin Fan’s arms.

The warmth of the lips and the fragrance of the tongue are like a heavy

hammer, making Sima Yan’er completely fall.

Her beautiful eyes were blurred and pretty, red and almost bleeding.

Hot kiss!

After seeing this scene.

Huangfuxuan on the side was completely stunned as if he had been

struck by lightning.

“No…no! You, you guys are really together? Bastard! What a fucking

bastard!”

Huangfuxuan roared fiercely, red eyes, and rushed towards Lin Fan. .

“Little bastard, I’m going to kill you!”

After saying this.

With an iron fist, Huang Fuxuan hit Lin Fan’s face fiercely.

At this moment, he really hated this delicate little face.

He couldn’t wait to punch Lin Fan’s face sparsely.

However, a scene that made him even more unexpected appeared.

call!

When Huangfuxuan’s fist was about to hit Lin Fan, Lin Fan kicked out.

First come first.

With a bang, he kicked Huangfuxuan’s chest fiercely.

Huangfuxuan only felt that his chest seemed to have been hit by a

train, and a sharp pain in his chest made him feel like a kite that had

been broken. He was kicked for three to four meters.

With a thump, he fell to the ground.

“Fuck… bastard!”

Huang Fuxuan knelt on the ground, he only felt that his breastbone

was about to break.

Severe pain!

humiliation!

This scene made him hate Lin Fan to the extreme. Mobile phone:

“Boy, wait for Lao Tzu! This matter is not over, Lao Tzu will definitely

come to avenge Xue Hate!”

Huang Fuxuan knew that he was not Lin Fan’s opponent, and

immediately glared at Lin Fan with a bitter expression on his face.

Turned around and walked towards Porsche.

In the blink of an eye, he drove his Porsche and fled.

Until then.

“Um…”

Sima Yan’er let out a low growl. She exhausted all of her energy before

she pushed Lin Fan away fiercely.

At this moment, her pretty face was full of blush, and water dripped

from her beautiful eyes.

Huhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.

“Lin…Lin Fan! You bastard! You actually took advantage of me!”

Sima Yan’er stared at Lin Fan, almost crying with anger.

Just a moment ago, if it weren’t for biting the tip of her tongue and

waking up from her lust, she was afraid that this time she would fall

into Lin Fan’s arms again.

however!

Facing Sima Yan’er’s questioning, Lin Fan just shrugged faintly:

“All this is just my reward as a shield!”

“Besides…” After saying this, Lin Fan’s eyes were thief. Glancing at

Sima Yan’er’s buttocks, the corner of her mouth curled up:

“Your butt feels good!” The words fell.

Haven’t waited for Sima Yaner to react.

Huh!

Lin Fan’s whole person was already like a rabbit, and he was gone.
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